
Reading
Learning Intention: To identify the setting in a book. 

Activity: 
● Choose a book you like. 

● Go on a picture walk of the book by yourself or with 
someone in your family.
 

● Talk about the settings you saw in the book. 

● Draw pictures of different settings you know. For 
example, a beach, forest, castle, space, zoo or park. 
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Reading Resources
Parent Information: A setting is the place where the characters are 
or an event is happening in a book. 

Extra Resources: 
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Examples of settings that may be 
in a book- think about where 
things are happening in the 
story. 



Learning Intention: To use an alphabet strip when writing my 
ideas.

Activity:
● Think about what you know about frogs. If you have a book 

about frogs or can find a video to watch, have a look at this 
with a person in your family.

● Draw a picture of a frog or have a go at making your own (see 
the Writing resources slide for some ideas).

● Have a go at writing about your frog, using the alphabet strip 
to help you stretch out the sounds in the words e.g. My frog 
can jump.
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Parent Information: Use what you have around your home to make 
your own frog e.g. paper plates, paper, playdough,  cardboard rolls...
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Parent Information: The alphabet strip can be used to help students think about the 
sounds heard in unfamiliar words and have a go at recording these in their writing. 
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Numeracy
Learning Intention: To count to and from 0-10.

Activity:
● Practise counting out loud from 0 to 10.
● Find 10 items from around your home or garden to count. Ideas 

include rocks, sticks, leaves, beads, cereal pieces, straws etc.  
● Put these into a line and practise touching each item and 

saying the amount as you go (0 to 10).
● Have a go at counting back down to the start of the line again 

(10 to 0).
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Numeracy Resources
Parent Information: Help students to have a 
go at each strategy, using their found items.

Touch and count strategy- Encourage 
children to put items in a line and count with 
their finger as they move along the line.  

Move and count strategy- Encourage 
children to put items in a line and then slide 
each one to a new area as they say the 
number. 
Link to counting video: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1I3tQ5fu8TQnGgs7vv_S5xz2KztaN2Zvu/view?us
p=sharing
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Personal and Social 
Learning

Learning intention: To take turns when 
speaking and listening.

Activity: What am I? Guessing Game 
● Find a partner and have one person read 

out the clue and the other guess what it 
might be.

● You can answer yes/no and give more 
clues if needed.

● Answer is hidden on the next slide! 
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Personal and Social 
Learning

Answer: A bed! 
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